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Executive Summary
Autumn started with record month in the real estate market. This month, with 10 059 transactions, was not only the
strongest month of this year, but the strongest month of the past five years as well. Last September was the best month of the year
2013, with over 8,000 sales, which is 25% weaker figure of the numbers of this September. According to Duna House estimates,
total turnover of this year (until today) reached 74 thousand, which is now 17% stronger compared to the same period in year
2013. With this intensity, it is possible that next year the market will reach even a number around 120 thousand of transactions.
This number which is still falling short of the ideal 150-180 thousand optimal buying and selling volume, but in the same time, the
expected market levels are also in reasonable distance. Demand Index kept its record level also in September. As August, it is on 89
percentage points, which is not only this year, but also one of the most intense demand in recent years. This is definitely a positive
forecast in terms of sales of the next months.
Now we can say that the price rise is a trend in the country, as Flat Price Index moved up in two consecutive
quarters. After the crisis, faster and slower price drop was followed by stagnation for one and a half year from the end of year
2012. This year’s second and third quarters have already an increase of 1-1 percentage points. So, in nominal value, the index is 83
points, which is 66 points in real terms. As far as breakdown of types, the panel price index moved up, namely three values are
jumping to 81 percentage points. This is (except the final repayment period) a three-year peak. The Brick Flat price index has not
changed compared to the previous quarter, it is still holding the 85-point value.
For two years, the prices of panels in Eastern Hungary have been steadily creeping up, which, after further increases, is over a twoyear peak of 84 points. In the same region, the Brick Flats stay on 83 points which is the average value of the last four years. In
Western Hungary cannot be measured a major shift in prices, for both types of flats, the slowly fall seems to calm down after the
crisis. Currently, the Panel index consists 73 points, brick flats are on 82 percentage points. The most outstanding data can
be detected in case of panels in the capital city. After a 77-point low point at the end of last year, quarter by quarter, the
prices have a steep climb up and with a 4-point jump in the third quarter, they are now on 88 percentage points. This value could
be measured last time five years ago. The Brick flat index stays on 93 points as in the previous quarter, which continues to be the
highest since 2011, which the index reached the fourth time now.
According to the sales data of third quarter of this year, the highest price for panel flats per square meter could be found in central
Hungary. Here, the average of the entire region was 168 thousand HUF, from which is not much behind the Western Transdanubia
with the average of 155 thousand HUF. The neighbouring Southern Transdanubia, however, has produced the second lowest average
with 110 thousand HUF/m2, there is only one even lowest: Northern Hungary region with 104 thousand HUF. The panel flats in
the capital city have been bought for 217 thousand HUF in Southern Buda, and 199 thousand HUF in Northen Buda. The lowest
value was provided by Southern Pest, where the panel flat price was 172 thousand HUF per square meter. As far as the brick flats,
the average square meter price of bought flats was homogeneous. Nationwide 160 thousand HUF has been paid for them.Western
Transdanubia was slightly more expensive with 188 thousand HUF on average. There are only two regions standing out, namely
Central Hungary with 240 thousand HUF on average, and Northern Hungary with 107 thousand HUF on average prices.
In Budapest, the most expensive region was Northern Buda with an average price of 342 thousand HUF for brick flats. The
cheapest region was Southern Pest, where the average was 214 thousand HUF per square meter.
There was a very hard bargain in Northern Hungary in the third quarter of the year. In case of all examined flat types,
this region provided the highest values. Here, buyers could bargain 8-9% from the prices of flats, and 14% from the prices of houses.
The lowest bargain could be measured in case of Budapest’s panel flats: 3% on average in Buda, and 4% on average in Pest.
Compared the transactions’ parameters in the third quarter of this year and the same period of last year, we can see that the buyers
are more interested for more expensive and larger properties in the last three months. While last year, in the period under review
7% of buyers spent an amount over 40 million HUF, this year, this proportion jumped to 12%. There is an even greater jump in flat
sizes: where the proportion of properties over 400 m2 increased from 7% to 14%. In Pest side, we can see the same phenomenon,
but in a smaller scale, that means that the proportions are slightly shifted upward in price and in size as well. In the countryside, the
same phenomenon is not observed. the parameters of bought and sold properties do not differ significantly from each other. One
of two bought flat had a price between 5-10 million HUF, and the most popular size was 40-60 square meters, that is the 44% of
all sales. In Pest county, this size category was only measured in 27% of transactions, because here the larger sizes had a significant
proportion. The largest size category, so flats over160 m2, in Pest County, was choosne by 9% of buyers.

Further information: Gábor Rutai
PR and analysis leader
rutai.gabor@dh.hu
Mobile: +36 30 811 0690
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TRANSACTION NUMBER AND DEMAND INDEX
DH -TB (Duna House Transaction number Bargain)
Autumn started with record month in the real estate market. This month, with 10 059 transactions, was not only the year’s
strongest of this year, but the strongest month of the past five years as well. Last September was the best month of the year 2013,
with over 8,000 sales, which is today 25% weaker figure of the numbers of this September. According to Duna House estimates,
total turnover of this year (until today) reached 74 thousand, which is now 17% stronger compared to the same period in 2013.
With this speed, it is possible that the next year the market will reach even a number around 120 thousand of transactions. This
number which is still falling short of the ideal 150-180 thousand optimal buying and selling volume, but in the same time, the
expected market levels are also in reasonable distance.

DH-TB method
The most important indicator number of real estate market conditions is the annual transaction number of buying and selling. The
DH-TE is an estimate, that shows an approximate mid-year data. The estimate and is based on the monthly transaction numbers of
Duna House, and it also contains professional corrections, that can have an effect on its actual market share. These can be as follows:
CSO (KSH) data refering to individuals, the effect of the exchange rate of Swiss franc to the real estate market, the rate of priority
mandates, loan disbursement data by MNB and the performance of Duna House Hitel Centrum (loan center), the ratio of purchases
made by loan/cash, sample checks made by the Land Registry Office, etc.

DH - Demand Index
Demand Index kept its record level also in September. As August, it is on 89 percentage points, which is not only this year,
but one of the most intense demand in recent years. This is definitely a positive forecast in terms of sales of the next months.

About Demand Index
We base the index on the activity of our new customers registered by our approximately 1300 realtors nationwide. Correction factors
are the number of the active realtors and the workdays of the given month. The Demand Index is a useful indicator for what the
reaction of the buyers’ side to political decisions or options offered by the financial sector is. As there is mainly an offer-rich market,
so this is a valuable index for sellers as well.The Demand Index is a quantitative index; it does not have an immediate connection with
transaction numbers.This latter one is a matter of quality, that greatly depends on the mood of the market and bank products as well.
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FLAT INDEX
Now we can say that the price rise is a trend in the country, as Flat Price Index moved up in two consecutive quarters. After the
crisis, faster and slower price drop was followed by stagnation for one and a half year from the end of year 2012. This year’s
second and third quarters have already an increase of 1-1 percentage points. So, in nominal value, the index is 83 points, which is
66 points in real terms.

DH - National Flat index

About our Flat index:
We use a method to calculate our Flat Price Index, that tries to fully eliminate all differences existing among the types of real estates.
Similar price indexes basically use normal averages that ignore the changing elements of the transactions.To calculate the Duna House
Flat Price Indexes we used a so called „hedonic method” where we take the structure of the real estate, its condition (on a 1-5 scale),
size, year of construction, floor and location parameters into consideration. The weighting of the consumer groups formed this way
remains the same on the time scale. To weight the nationwide indexes we use the regional rate of transaction numbers published by
KSH.

National Flat Index
As far as breakdown of the types, the panel price index moved up, namely three values are jumping to 81 percentage points. This is
(except the final repayment period) three-year peak.The Brick Flat price index has not changed compared to the previous quarter,
it is still holding the 85-point value.

DH - Nationwide panel index

		

DH - Nationwide brick index
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Flat index – Regional
For two years, the prices of panels in Eastern Hungary Have been steadily creeping up, which, after further increases, is over a
two-year peak of 84 points. In the same region, the Brick Flats stay on 83 points which is the average value of the last four years.
In Western Hungary can not be measured a major shift in prices, for both types of flats, the slowly fall seems to calm down after
the crisis. Currently, the Panel index consists of 73 points, brick flats are on 82 percentage points.

Eastern hundary panel index

Eastern hungary brick index

Western hundary panel index	western hungary brick index

Budapest Flat index
The most outstanding data can be detected in case of panels in the capital city.After a 77-point low point at the end of last year, quarter
by quarter, the prices have a steep climb up and with a 4-point jump in the third quarter, they are now on 88 percentage points. This
value could be measured last time five years ago.The Brick flat index stays on 93 as in the previous quarter, which continues to be the
highest since 2011, which the index reached the fourth time now.

DH - Nationalwide Panel Flat Price Index
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PANEL FLATS DATA 3rd quarter, 2014
m2 price

unit price

time of
sale (day)

Northern Hungary

104 000

5 303 000

89

Northen Grand Plan
(Alföld)

139 000

6 903 000

161

Southern Grand Plan
(Alföld)

126 000

6 662 000

220

Central Hungary

168 000

8 828 000

154

Region

Central Transdanubia

116 000

5 916 000

126

Western Transdanubia

155 000

8 363 000

172

Southern Transdanubia

110 000

5 615 000

151

Northern Buda

191 000

9 320 000

88

Southern Buda

217 000

11 048 000

72

Budapest Centre

170 000

8 884 000

100

Nothern Pest

199 000

10 622 000

111

Southern Pest

172 000

8 491 000

95

According to the sales data of third quarter of this year, the highest price for panel flats per square meter could be found in central
Hungary. Here, the average of the entire region was 168 thousand HUF, from which is not much behind the Western Transdanubia
with the average of 155 thousand HUF. The neighbouring Southern Transdanubia, however, has produced the second lowest
average with 110 thousand HUF/m2, there is only one even lowest: Northern Hungary region with 104 thousand HUF. The panel
flats in the capital city have been bought for 217 thousand HUF in Southern Buda, and 199 thousand HUF in Northen Buda. The
lowest value was provided by Southern Pest, where the panel flat price was 172 thousand HUF per square meter.

BRICK FLATS DATA 3rd quarter, 2014
m2 price

unit price

time of
sale (day)

Northern Hungary

107 000

5 878 000

156

Northen Grand Plan
(Alföld)

165 000

8 929 000

143

Southern Grand Plan
(Alföld)

155 000

8 816 000

150

Central Hungary

240 000

13 909 000

172

Central Transdanubia

168 000

8 678 000

161

Western Transdanubia

188 000

11 039 000

183

Southern Transdanubia

165 000

9 031 000

171

Northern Buda

342 000

21 153 000

159

Southern Buda

280 000

22 333 000

99

Budapest Centre

294 000

18 951 000

199

Nothern Pest

264 000

14 416 000

142

Southern Pest

214 000

10 869 000

136

Region

As far as the brick flats, the average square meter price of bought flats was homogeneous. Nationwide 160 thousand HUF was
paid for them. Western Transdanubia was slightly more expensive with 188 thousand HUF on average. There are only two regions
standing out, namely Central Hungary with 240 thousand HUF on average, and Northern Hungary with 107 thousand HUF on
average prices.
In Budapest, the most expensive region was Northern Buda with an average price of 342 thousand HUF for brick flats. The
cheapest region was Southern Pest, where the average was 214 thousand HUF per square meter.
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FLAT PRICE DATA – September 2014
In September, the panel flats were bought for 124
thousand HUF on average in the country. The same
category of flat was bought for 185 thousand HUF in
Pest, and 210 thousand HUF in Buda.
The monthly average of bought brick flats was 144
thousand HUF / square meter in Eastern Hungary, and
172 thousand HUF in Northern Hungary. In the captial
city, brick flats were sold on the highest price: buyers paid
327 thousand HUF , and in the city centre 320 thousand
HUF, in Pest it was much more lower: 233 thousand HUF.

Panel nationwide

Panel flat Budapest
September 2014

September 2014

East
West

Flat price

m2 price

Time of sale /day

7 084 000

124 000

157

6 645 000

124 000

Flat price

m2 price

Time of sale /day

Buda

10 492 000

201 000

72

Pest

9 382 000

185 000

80

124

Brick flat Budapest

Brick nationwide

September 2014

September 2014

Buda

22 299 000

327 000

156

East

8 690 000

144 000

185

Pest

11 712 000

233 000

126

West

10 017 000

172 000

175

Budapest
Centre

23 055 000

320 000

259

QUALITY PREFERENCE – 3rd quarter, 2014.
The most renewable flats have been bought in Eastern Hungary, one of ten sold flats was in this category. The
same quality has been bought 9% in Central Transdanubia, and 8% in Northern Grand Plan (Alföld). The less
requirement for renewable flats was in Southern Transdanubia. The major part of purchased flat was „good” or
„very good” grade.Their total proportion was between 60-70% in the market.

New
Very good
Good
Acceptable
Needs
renovation
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Customer interest for the districts September 2014
District

August 2014

September 2014

Budapest 01. ker.
Budapest 02. ker.
Budapest 03. ker.
Budapest 04. ker.
Budapest 05. ker.
Budapest 06. ker.
Budapest 07. ker.
Budapest 08. ker.
Budapest 09. ker.
Budapest 10. ker.
Budapest 11. ker.
Budapest 12. ker.
Budapest 13. ker.
Budapest 14. ker.
Budapest 15. ker.
Budapest 16. ker.
Budapest 17. ker.
Budapest 18. ker.
Budapest 19. ker.
Budapest 20. ker.
Budapest 21. ker.
Budapest 22. ker.
Budapest 23. ker.

8,6%
13,0%
10,2%
6,2%
12,4%
17,3%
17,3%
9,6%
14,2%
6,1%
17,1%
10,2%
19,1%
16,4%
5,8%
5,6%
4,0%
6,1%
5,8%
4,5%
2,5%
4,1%
1,1%

8,4%
15,0%
11,1%
6,4%
12,9%
18,5%
17,5%
10,4%
13,9%
5,8%
15,9%
11,9%
21,7%
18,4%
5,6%
5,5%
4,4%
6,2%
6,4%
4,4%
2,5%
4,0%
1,1%

Method:
Our potential buyers mark districts (can be several ones!), that can be
of their interest with our realtor at a personal meeting. We use these
data to create the popularity map shown above.

Again District no. 13 was the most popular place for flat purchase in the capital city, as more then one of five potential buyers has
chosen this location as primer target place. It is followed by Districts no. 14 and no. 6 with over 18% of interest, from which District
no. 7 is not much behind. The lowest interest was for Southern Districts. Less popular districts were no. 21 and 22 as lss buyers have
chosen this location as primer target place.

Bargain in the City Centre

One of the best indicator of the market comes to life is the reduction in bargain. If there are more buyers, have the sellers less
willingness to compromise. The city centre illustrates this process very well, where it is not uncommon to have been bidding up the
price either. Analysing the data of Duna House sold properties in the city centre, the bargain decline shows best the increase in
demand. In base on the aggregate sales in September and October 2013, the average buyers’ bargain was a value about 7%. In this
year’s first quarter it decreased to 6.6%; in the second quarter to 5%; and the third quarter had an average of 4.9 %. If you only look
at the data September, which is the most recent data, the average of the bargain was only 4%.
The phenomenon can be observed across the country, but for now just in the most sold locations. The prices will definitely increase
in long term, as it turned out in this publication as well.
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BARGAIN – 3rd quarter, 2014

PANEL

Change of
target price

Bargain

BRICK

Change of
target price

Bargain

Northern Hungary

4%

9%

Northern Hungary

5%

8%

Northen Grand Plan (Alföld)

3%

5%

Northen Grand Plan (Alföld)

3%

7%

Southern Grand Plan (Alföld)

6%

5%

Southern Grand Plan (Alföld)

3%

6%

Central Hungary

2%

5%

Central Hungary

4%

5%

Central Transdanubia

3%

6%

Central Transdanubia

3%

6%

Western Transdanubia

1%

7%

Western Transdanubia

3%

5%

Southern Transdanubia

3%

5%

Southern Transdanubia

2%

6%

Northern Buda

1%

3%

Northern Buda

4%

5%

Southern Buda

2%

3%

Southern Buda

1%

4%

Budapest Centre

2%

5%

Budapest Centre

3%

5%

Nothern Pest

1%

4%

Nothern Pest

3%

4%

Southern Pest

2%

4%

Southern Pest

3%

5%

The map shows the full price change:
target price change + bargain
There was a very hard bargain in Northern Hungary in the
third quarter of the year. In case of all examined flat types,
this region provided the highest values. Here, buyers could
bargain 8-9% from the flat prices, and 14% from the prices of
houses.
The lowest bargain could be measured in case of Budapest’s
panel flats. 3% on average in Buda, and 4% on average in Pest.
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Total:

Change of
target price

Bargain

Northern Hungary

5%

10%

Northen Grand Plan (Alföld)

4%

8%

Southern Grand Plan (Alföld)

5%

7%

14%

Central Hungary

5%

6%

7%

12%

Central Transdanubia

4%

8%

Southern Grand Plan (Alföld)

6%

10%

Western Transdanubia

4%

7%

Central Hungary

6%

8%

Southern Transdanubia

4%

7%

Central Transdanubia

5%

11%

Northern Buda

4%

5%

Western Transdanubia

5%

10%

Southern Buda

3%

6%

Southern Transdanubia

9%

10%

Budapest Centre

3%

5%

Buda

6%

11%

Nothern Pest

3%

5%

Pest

6%

9%

Southern Pest

4%

6%

HOUSE

Change of
target price

Bargain

Northern Hungary

6%

Northen Grand Plan (Alföld)
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Customer profile: Buyers
In September, investors’ activity calmed a bit, but even so, they represented about a quarter of buyers in the capital city. The average
price of flats they bought increased, it was 15,5 million HUF in August, and over 19 million HUF in September. Once again, the
largest group was the first home buyers with a 30% of market share.
BUYERS AGE - Budapest

BUYERS STATUS - Budapest

REASON FOR BUYING - Budapest
Buy first flat

Employed

Investment

Entrepreneur

Moving in bigger flat

Pensioners

Moving in smaller flat
Student
Generations’ separation
Middle manager

Divorce

Top manager

Generations moving in together

AGE

AVARAGE PRICE

SQM

STATUS

AVARAGE PRICE SQM

-20

10 825 000

58

Top manager

25 508 000

86

20-30

11 546 000

51

Middle
manager

17 975 000

67

Student

11 685 000

51

Pensioners

15 617 000

54

LIFE SITUATION

AVARAGE PRICE SQM

Generations moving
in together

25 300 000

101

Divorce

13 843 000

57

Generations'
separation

15 822 000

57

Moving in smaller flat

13 322 000

48

30-40

16 531 000

64

40-50

25 843 000

70

50-60

21 888 000

79

Moving in bigger flat

31 529 000

109

Entrepreneur

28 264 000

83

Investment

19 407 000

54

60-

18 962 000

59

Employee

14 508 000

55

Buy first flat

12 155 000

52

The proportion of investors in the country was 20%, it was enough only for third place; ahead are buyers willing to move into bigger
home with 23% and first home buyers with 30%. The latter group purchased a flat of 65 m2 for 8.6 million HUF in the country, and
they bought flats of 52 m2 for 12 million HUF on average in the capital city.
BUYERS AGE - in the country

BUYERS STATUS - in the country

REASON FOR BUYING - in the country
Buy first flat

Employed

Moving in bigger flat

Entrepreneur

Investment
Pensioners
Moving in smaller flat
Middle manager
Divorce
Top manager

Generations’ separation

Student

Generations moving in together

AGE

AVARAGE PRICE

SQM

STATUS

AVARAGE PRICE

SQM

LIFE SITUATION

- 20

8 693 000

66

Top manager

25 438 000

107

Generations moving
in together

10 450 000

82

20-30

11 079 000

80

Middle
manager

13 488 000

93

Student

5 150 000

35

30-40

12 831 000

85

40-50

10 295 000

78

Pensioners

9 964 000

62

50-60

10 371 000

67

Entrepreneur

13 645 000

91

60-

10 731 000

76

Employee

8 788 000

69

AVARAGE PRICE SQM

Divorce

14 313 000

91

Generations'
separation

8 869 000

76

Moving in smaller flat

8 495 000

58

Moving in bigger flat

14 471 000

105

Investment

10 824 000

73

Buy first flat

8 632 000

65
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CUSTOMER PROFIL: SELLERS
In Budapest 37% of sellers said that they want to move into a bigger flat. The second largest group was the sellers with inherited
properties. They had a high sales price with around 20 Million HUF. 18% of Budapest’s buyers wanted to move into smaller flats.
SELLERS AGE - Budapest

SELLERS STATUS - Budapest

REASON FOR SELLING - Budapest
Moving in bigger flat

Pensioners

Sale of inherited property
Entrepreneur

Moving in smaller flat
Sell because prepayment

Employed

Generations moving in together
Top manager

Generations’ separation
Divorce

Middle manager

AGE

AVARAGE PRICE

SQM

STATUS

AVARAGE PRICE SQM

LIFE SITUATION

AVARAGE PRICE SQM

Divorce

12 600 000

63

Generations'
separation

20 867 000

83

Generations moving
in together

13 820 000

47

20-30

29 685 000

123

Top manager

17 100 000

52

30-40

13 990 000

54

13 098 000

55

40-50

15 842 000

60

Middle
manager
Pensioners

20 769 000

64

50-60

17 910 000

65

Entrepreneur

26 246 000

91

Sell because
prepayment

12 220 000

56

60-

21 552 000

66

Employee

12 250 000

55

Moving in smaller flat

29 810 000

84

Sale of inherited
property

19 945 000

86

Moving in bigger flat

14 744 000

55

Sellers with inherited properties and sellers wishing to move into bigger flats represented the same proportions in the country.
Each had 31-31% in total sales. Sellers with inherited properties earned 9,7 million HUF on average, with the sales of approx.
73 m3 flats.
SELLERS AGE - in the country

SELLERS STATUS - in the country

REASON FOR SELLING - in the country
Sale of inherited property

Employed

Moving in bigger flat

Pensioners

Moving in smaller flat
Entrepreneur
Divorce
Middle manager
Generations’ separation
Top manager

Sell because prepayment

Student

AGE

AVARAGE PRICE

SQM

20-30

8 258 000

72

30-40

10 398 000

64

40-50

12 527 000

90

50-60
60-

12

10 989 000
9 734 000

81
80

Generations moving in together

STATUS

AVARAGE PRICE

SQM

LIFE SITUATION

AVARAGE PRICE

SQM

Student

10 550 000

57

Generations moving in
together

8 367 000

89

Top manager

13 850 000

67

Sell because prepayment

8 523 000

62

Generations’ separation

11 380 000

101

Middle
manager

8 713 000

68

Entrepreneur

15 721 000

93

Pensioners

9 242 000

81

Employee

9 935 000

73

Divorce

11 903 000

87

Moving in smaller flat

14 811 000

101

Moving in bigger flat

9 720 000

59

Sale of inherited
property

7 359 000

73
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TRANSACTION PARAMETERS – BUDAPEST
Compared the parameters of transactions in the third quarter of this year and the same period of last year, we can see that the
buyers are more interested for more expensive, larger properties in the last three months.While last year, in the period under review
7% of buyers spent an amount over 40 million HUF, this year, this proportion jumped to 12%. There is an even greater jump in flat
sizes: where the proportion of properties over 400 m2 increased from 7% to 14%. In Pest side we can see the same phenomenon,
but ion a smaller scale, that means that the proportions are slightly shifted upward in price and in size as well.

Buda

Pest

Flat size (m2)

Flat size (m2)

Price / m2 (thousand HUF)

Price / m2 (thousand HUF)

Flat price (million HUF)

Flat price (million HUF)

2014 Third quarter
2013 Third quarter
13
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Tranzakció paraméterek – COUNTRY
In the countryside, the same phenomenon is not observed. the parameters of bought and sold properties do not differ significantly
from each other. One of two bought flat hat a price between 5-10 million HUF, and the most popular size was 40-60 square meters,
that is the 44% of all sales. In Pest county, this size category was only measured in 27% of transactions, because here the larger sizes
had a significant proportion. The largest size category, so flats over160 m2, in Pest County, was choosne by 9% of buyers.

Nationwide (without Central Hungary) PEST MEGYE
Flat size (m2)

Flat size (m2)

Price / m2 (thousand HUF)

Price / m2 (thousand HUF)

Flat price (million HUF)

Flat price (million HUF)

2014 Third quarter
2013 Third quarter
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PRIVACY POLICY
Statistics and estimates published in Duna House Barometer are the sole property of Duna House. Statistics and
estimates of Duna House Barometer were only meant to provide information, Duna House does not accept any
responsibility for their completeness and correctness.
Statistical information and estimates published in Duna House Barometer can be used for private use, anyone can use
it for their own discretion freely with the following conditions:
• Statistics and estimates published in Duna House Barometer cannot be changed, they can only be published in an
unchanged format.
• Statistics and estimates published in Duna House Barometer can only be published with marking their source:
„Source: Duna House Barometer” must be placed in the beginning or at the end of the text. The text surrounding
it must, if there is any, undoubtfully point at Duna House Barometer, as a source.
Any different usage from the above conditions are considered unlawful, therefore punishable according to civil law.
Duna House can demand the termination of unlawful activities and full compensation for damages caused. In case of
breaking rules concerning links, Duna House has the right to immediately delete the link pointing at its web site and
demand compensation for damages caused.

EXPECTED ISSUES
Time of issue

		

November 2014
December 2014
Januar 2015
...

Topic
October 2014 data
November 2014 data
2014 second half of the year data

Duna House Barometer is available on our web site (www.dh.hu/barometer) on the 8th of every month (if at the
weekend, then on the next business day).

If you would like to receive Duna House Real Estate Barometer regularly or download our previous issues please visit
our web site: www.dh.hu
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